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Acommitment to the goal of  

learning must beeverywhere  

in the system. Putting the  

purpose of learning at the  

centre of the bureaucracy

will drive improvements in  

its technical practicesand  

support functions.

Michelle Kaffenberger
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http://www.riseprogramme.org/
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If a country wantsto overcome a  

learning crisis, the government  

must have the political will
to prioritize learning for all  

children—anda willingness  

to commit to the long-term  

benefitsof learning.

Carmen Belafi and co-authors

Contrasting findings

Political analysis of Vietnam’s success finds 

that the commitment to learning was both a 

top down priority but also emerged in messy 

local bottom up struggles (London 2021)

A huge “school improvement plan” program 

in Madhya Pradesh India succeeded in 

narrow goals of producing school plans but 

failed to achieve impact as it was imbedded 

in a “process compliance” organizational 

culture (Muralidharan and Singh 2020)

http://www.riseprogramme.org/


In a sample of 600 policy makers  

from developing countries,  

around 80% overestimated the  

proportion of children in their  

country who are learning at the  

expected level.
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If Indonesian children  

havenot gained  

foundational numeracy by  

Grade 6 they typically do
not gain it later.
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Topics
What children should know

Curriculum

Teaching

Exams

Language Study
Demonstrate

Comprehension
Conjecture

Vocabulary
Demonstrate

Comprehension
Conjecture

Depth
Whatchildren should be able to think and do

Phonics
Memorize

WritingApplications
Demonstrate

Language Study
Demonstrate

Speaking & Presenting
Demonstrate

http://www.riseprogramme.org/
https://bit.ly/3s4NumO




Focuson practical training in the  

skills of teaching and providing  

ample opportunity for teachers  

to practicenew skills.

The Indonesia research team, 
in a combination of 
quantitative studies found the 
pre-service and in-service 
professional development 
were not helping teachers in 
actual classroom practice

http://www.riseprogramme.org/




Adaptation should not be  

seen asa sign of failure  

but rather asa precursor  

of success.

Step 

by Step

http://www.riseprogramme.org/
https://bsc.cid.harvard.edu/PDIAtoolkit


Commit to foundational learning as a core 
purpose

Measure learning early, for feedback to teaching

Align learning objectives to the learning levels of 
students, while retaining strong goals for 
universal achievement

Supporting effective teaching and learning 
practices

Adapt policies and practices to achieve sustained 
progress in your local context

Too many commitments and fundamentally to 
expansion, inputs, and process compliance, not to 
accelerated progress in fundamental learning outcomes

Measurement is late, high-stakes for the study, narrow, 
and does no enable and empower better teaching and 
learning processes

The system works “modularly” without alignment 
towards a driving purpose

The systems thinks of supporting teacshers, as sub-units 
of the civil service, not teaching as a distinct craft and 
profession

The challenges of sustained innovation and adoption of 
innovations at scale in a massive and decentralized 
system have not been achieved
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